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  CODE OF ETHICS 

Code of Ethics 

DraQing the Code of Ethics is part of a route taken by FIOR SPA and aims to lay down the principles and 
iniFaFves whose purpose is to affirm and communicate to the outside world the company’s values based on 
the concept of “corporate social responsibility”. 

Introduc1on 

1. Mission 

FIOR SPA was founded in 1974 and is an Italian company specialised in the producFon of spring rings, 
stamped clasps and beads used to complete and embellish jewels made all over the world; work inspired by 
the pursuit of maximum quality and the desire to guarantee custom-made products and services for all 
customers. 

This Code of Ethics contains the informing ethical principles and the rules of conduct with which the 
company’s management, its employees, consultants, collaborators, agents, suppliers, business partners, 
and everyone who operates in the name or on behalf of FIOR SPA must comply in order to guarantee the 
correct operaFon, the reliability, and the reputaFon of the company, and in order to prevent any unlawful 
behaviours by anyone who operates in the name and on behalf of FIOR SPA. 
The principles and the provisions of this Code list the general obligaFons of diligence, integrity, and loyalty 
that characterise the performance of work tasks and conduct in relaFons with the community and at the 
workplace. 
The need to draQ a Code of Ethics is the result of the awareness that integrity, reputaFon, and profitability 
depend mainly on the individual conduct of the company’s directors, employees, collaborators, sub-
contractors, and suppliers. The Code of Ethics, therefore, aims to lay down the principles, the values, and 
the behaviours that must inform, on a daily basis, the performance of acFviFes.  
The adopFon of exemplary conduct from an ethical point of view is what makes it possible to maintain and 
increase the assets of trust, quality, and seriousness that FIOR SPA has accumulated through its years of 
acFvity. 

During 2022, the company embarked on the new project for obtaining the RJC cerFficaFon. The general 
goal is a responsible global producFon and supply chain that promotes trust towards the internaFonal 
jewellery industry. RJC cerFfies all companies, large and small, that prove compliance with the rules of a 
code of conduct with regard to social and environmental responsibility. 

2. Corporate policy 

The Corporate Policy consFtutes a pubic declaraFon with regard to the principles that guide the 
commitment of FIOR SPA in ma]ers of quality and social responsibility and that are indispensable for the 
definiFon of goals and improvement targets for the company’s performance. 
Available to all stakeholders, the Policy, approved by the Management on 24.03.2022, was draQed in order 
to guarantee that: 

• it fits the purposes of the organisaFon; 
• it includes the company’s commitment to comply with all requirements of the standards of 

reference and with all requirements subscribed to by the company; 
• it includes the commitment to comply with naFonal laws and other applicable laws and to act in 

accordance with the transposed internaFonal instruments; 
• it includes the commitment to conFnuous improvement and envisages a structural framework for 

the definiFon and review of improvement goals; 
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• it is accessible to all stakeholders by means of controlled posFng and distribuFon to whoever 
requests a copy thereof; 

• it is reviewed to ascertain its conFnued suitability. 

3. Organisa1onal structure 

In order to ensure the proper implementaFon of the management system, FIOR SPA has idenFfied the 
following roles: 

• an RJC System Manager with the following powers and duFes: 
- ensuring that a Social Responsibility System is put in place, applied, and maintained; 
- reporFng to the enFre management structure on the performance of the Management System 

and on the degree of saFsfacFon expressed by the stakeholders, in order to make it possible 
for such system to be reviewed and improved; 

- promoFng inside FIOR SPA a culture of Quality and Social Responsibility, encouraging the 
introducFon of management techniques and criteria; 

- promoFng inside FIOR SPA the importance of meeFng the implicit and explicit requirements of 
each stakeholder; 

• a risk prevenFon and protecFon service, i.e. the set of people, systems, and external or internal 
means aiming to prevent and protect against professional risks at the company, that is to say in the 
producFon units; the members are as follows: 
- a company physician who possesses adequate qualificaFons; 
- a Health and Safety Officer (RSPP), who is able to represent the management in the protecFon 

of the health and safety of all personnel, who is authorised and tasked with implemenFng the 
health and safety factors envisaged; the abiliFes and professional requirements of the RSPP are 
suited to the nature of the risks present at the workplace and relaFng to the work carried out; 

- a Workers’ Health and Safety RepresentaFve (RLS), elected and chosen by the operaFonal 
personnel among its members to represent the workers on ma]ers relaFng to aspects of 
occupaFonal health and safety; 

- the first responders, tasked with implemenFng the measures necessary for first aid and 
emergency medical assistance; 

- the fire prevenFon staff, tasked with implemenFng fire-prevenFon and fire-fighFng measures, 
with evacuaFng workers in cases of grave and immediate danger, with rescue. 

The full organisaFonal chart of FIOR SPA is available at the company. 
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Values 

1. Ethics in the management of business 

FIOR SPA bases the commercial relaFonships with its counterparFes on principles of loyalty, fairness, 
transparency, efficiency, and openness to the market. 

The acFviFes carried out by FIOR SPA are carried out with professional commitment and rigour, acFng so as 
to protect the company’s presFge and reputaFon. The corporate goals, the projects, the investments made, 
and the improvement acFons taken aim to develop, in the long term, the value and know-how of the 
company, and to increase the trust of all Stakeholders towards it. 
In order to disseminate corporate ethics, the company has implemented and announced policies on anF-
corrupFon and malfeasance in office, conflicts of interest, fraud, money laundering, and anF-compeFFve 
pracFces. 

2. Work and human rights 

By implemenFng a Social Responsibility model, FIOR SPA has endorsed a corporate culture that is informed 
by socially correct conduct towards the workers, with specific reference to the following principles: 

• child labour 
• forced or compulsory labour 
• health and safety 
• freedom of associaFon and right to collecFve bargaining 
• discriminaFon 
• disciplinary pracFces 
• working hours 
• remuneraFon 

FIOR SPA has deemed it appropriate to comply with these principles, not just to bear concrete witness to 
the duty of respecFng the human rights of workers in all types of processes and organisaFon, but also to 
promote them among its partners. 

3. Protec1on of the environment 

FIOR SPA idenFfies and evaluates all environmental risks deriving from the performance of its acFvity, the 
impacts on the environment that are parFcularly significant, and the opportuniFes to improve compliance 
with environmental protecFon. 

The company promptly and regularly carries out checks and inspecFons with the aim of minimising and 
reducing the environmental risks idenFfied and the significant impacts. This with specific reference to the 
management of waste and the use of natural resources. 
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4. Supply chain management 

The strategic role and the high environmental and social impact of the supply chain led FIOR SPA to launch 
a process for controlling the chain that goes beyond the economic-commercial aspects. It thus became 
necessary to promote a sustainable supply chain, that starts with a careful selecFon of new suppliers and 
conFnues by regularly reviewing and monitoring new and exisFng suppliers, to guarantee compliance with 
the parameters laid down by FIOR SPA in conformity with recognised standards. In this context, all internal 
acFviFes of the company are also informed by full compliance with all legal provisions, voluntary standards, 
and the specific requirements of customers. Processes are planned and implemented in compliance with 
corporate procedures, constantly controlled by means of a monitoring system with performance and 
improvement indicators where required or where there is an opportunity, in full compliance with the 
principles of the Plan-Do-Check-Act cycle. All this in order to pursue maximum customer saFsfacFon, 
replying efficiently and promptly to all requests received. 

Rules of conduct 

1. Rela1onships with employees 

Where employees are concerned, FIOR SPA has commi]ed to complying with the following ethical 
principles:  

• not exploiFng or encouraging the use of child labour 
• not exploiFng or encouraging the use of forced labour 
• guaranteeing a hygienic and safe workplace to all employees 
• respecFng the right of workers to join and form trade unions 
• not implemenFng discriminaFon of any nature 
• not using or promoFng corporal punishment, mental or physical coercion, and verbal violence 
• operaFng in compliance with internaFonal and naFonal labour laws and with the NaFonal 

CollecFve Bargaining Agreement  
• guaranteeing compliance with the minimum remuneraFon levels envisaged by the applicable 

legislaFon and by the NaFonal CollecFve Bargaining Agreement 

FIOR SPA, as a whole, must behave equitably in mutual relaFonships and apply an employment policy 
founded on equal opportuniFes for all employees and collaborators, on dialogue, on listening to the needs 
and requirements of all in order to create a pleasant workplace environment, an atmosphere that 
encourages the frank and fair exchange of opinions, and promote the furtherance of personnel well-being. 
The company recognises the right of all to the confidenFality of their private life, and prioriFses looking 
aQer its employees, their health and safety at the workplace, their professional growth, personal 
saFsfacFon, and moFvaFon. 

1.1 Empowering individual skills 

FIOR SPA empowers creaFvity and professional skills. The fundamental goal is to allow each collaborator to 
best express their individual potenFal and to encourage them to use their talents in the best way. 
This is why FIOR SPA pays a]enFon to:  
Training and accountability 
It undertakes to provide constant training, both with regard to the work performance requested, and with 
regard to the accountability of its employees when it comes to compliance with the rules of conduct and 
the proper use of corporate assets. 
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Listening and dialogue 
It undertakes to listen to and to engage in dialogue with its employees in an a]empt to reconcile, where 
possible, the company’s needs with their personal and family requirements. 
For any grievance and/or corporate issue, the employees may address our Workers’ RepresentaFve who will 
present such grievances to the management (as per the NaFonal CollecFve Bargaining Agreement) in 
wriFng.  
Incen1vising the spirit of belonging 
It undertakes to encourage and incenFvise, among its employees, the spirit of belonging, creaFng an 
internal climate of cooperaFon, of exchange of professional knowledge, indispensable for pursuing the 
corporate mission. In order to make it possible for the company to implement its commitments, employees 
must: 

• show maximum commitment to training acFviFes; 
• manage responsibly the requests of leave related to personal or family needs, thus making the 

establishment of a relaFonship of mutual trust with the company possible; 
• behave properly and professionally with their colleagues, avoiding compeFFve and ethically 

improper behaviours. 

1.2 Protec1on of health and safety 

FIOR SPA undertakes to guarantee hygienic and safe workplace environments, where the physical and 
mental health of each employee is protected through compliance with maximum accident prevenFon and 
protecFon levels, and through constant focus on improving safety condiFons. In order to make it possible 
for the company to implement its commitments, employees must be prepared to parFcipate in training 
events on health and safety; they also must pay maximum a]enFon to the informaFon they receive, and to 
compliance with all internal health and safety measures. 

1.3 Equal opportuni1es 

The company undertakes to guarantee the same opportuniFes to every employee, without disFncFon of 
gender, race, religion, poliFcal, personal and social opinions. In this sense, it applies criteria of merit and 
skills, without any discriminaFon, at all stages (selecFon, hiring, training, and salary raises). 
Employee compliance with the principles contained in this Code of Ethics is considered an important 
indicator in the applicaFon of incenFvising and professional growth systems. 

2. Rela1ons with the customers 

FIOR SPA sees the customer as a partner with whom to work for the saFsfacFon not just of their needs, but 
also of corporate expectaFons, in a climate of transparency, respect for (environmental) requirements, and 
trust.  
The relaFons with customers are informed by the value of a]enFon, both in proposing unique creaFons 
that reflect the customers’ tastes and expectaFons, and in managing any and all complaints with maximum 
seriousness and professionalism. 
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2.1 Commitment and professionalism 

FIOR SPA undertakes to place its professionalism at the service of customers, with the aim of establishing 
long-term relaFonships with them that are based on mutual appreciaFon. 

2.2 Confiden1ality 

It guarantees maximum confidenFality on the idenFty of its customers and on the exclusive products 
created for them.  The employees must not use and/or disclose the confidenFal informaFon acquired 
during their work, unless previously authorised. 

3. Rela1ons with suppliers and trade partners 

FIOR SPA has structured a system for the selecFon, qualificaFon, monitoring, and awareness-raising of its 
suppliers, requesFng that they comply with the rules and commitments of the standards of reference and 
the system itself. It has idenFfied the most criFcal sectors with regard to aspects of social and 
environmental responsibility and plans targeted audits of some suppliers in order to check, in the most 
direct manner, that the requirements are met. 

3.1 Transparency in selec1on 

It chooses its suppliers and trade partners in accordance with meritocraFc criteria based on 
professionalism, on solidity, and on cost-effecFveness, applying internal procedures that aim to guarantee 
the highest levels of traceability and transparency. In parFcular, it only uses precious metals originaFng 
from refiners or suppliers of fine metal, gold or silver, listed in the LBMA Good Delivery List, holders of RJC 
cerFficaFon, and who comply with the social responsibility principles promoted byFIOR SPA itself. 

3.2 Awareness-raising and training 

It undertakes to raise the awareness of its suppliers and trade partners on the topics of this Code of Ethics, 
in order to demand compliance with the rules of conduct that are consistent with those indicated herein, 
especially with reference to respect for human rights and workers, the rights of children, and the 
sustainable and responsible management of the environmental and social impacts. 

3.3 Fair rela1ons 

It undertakes to establish relaFons with its suppliers and trade partners that are characterised by fairness 
and transparency, and to set forth fair contractual terms and condiFons. 
Suppliers and trade partners must guarantee maximum professionalism, seriousness, and Fmeliness in the 
provision of the services requested. 
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4. Rela1ons with the market 

4.1 Fair compe11on 

In pursuing its mission, FIOR SPA  undertakes to comply with the rules of fair compeFFon and transparency 
in business, exchanging views with compeFtors in a serious and collaboraFve manner. 

4.2 Management of sensi1ve informa1on 

It undertakes to handle sensiFve or privileged informaFon pertaining to the company, its customers, 
suppliers, trade partners, compeFtors with maximum confidenFality and in compliance with the regulatory 
framework of reference. 

5. Rela1ons with the environment 

It endorses sustainable and efficient management policies to minimise the negaFve impact on the 
environment. 
In the performance of their daily work-related tasks, employees are called upon to consume paper, water, 
electricity sustainably and to comply with the measures relaFng to the separate collecFon of waste. 
FIOR SPA undertakes to comply with all environmental standards, even those that pertain to 
neighbourliness. There have never been any reports of issues, protests, or exposés by its neighbours. 

6. Rela1ons with the Public Administra1on and Ins1tu1ons 

We undertake to ensure maximum levels of integrity and transparency in establishing relaFonships with the 
supervisory and control AuthoriFes, with the Courts, and, in general, with any and all Public Officers, as well 
as with all competent InsFtuFons in our local area. 

7. Rela1ons with other stakeholders 

AssociaFons and NGOs 

It is the company’s intenFon to establish collaboraFon relaFonships with NGOs and voluntary associaFons 
that operate in the protecFon of people’s rights. 

Banks 
It is the company’s intenFon to strengthen the collaboraFve relaFonship with the banking system, so that 
the appreciaFon and trust granted to FIOR SPA remain intact. 

Trade unions 
The company’s altude towards trade unions is informed by transparency, dialogue, and collaboraFon.  
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Means of implementa1on 

Without prejudice to the powers of the company’s bodies pursuant to the law, all recipients of the Code of 
Ethics must: 

• acFvely contribute to the implementaFon of the Code of Ethics in the context of their skills and 
responsibiliFes; 

• be familiar and comply with the principles and contents of the Code of Ethics in relaFon to the tasks 
performed and the powers allocated; 

• comply with all internal decrees introduced by FIOR SPA in order to implement the Code of Ethics 
or idenFfy violaFons thereof; 

• report to the RJC System Manager any presumed violaFons of the Code of Ethics. 

Persons who hold management, responsibility, or execuFve posts must set an example and provide 
guidance in compliance with the principles contained in the Code of Ethics to their subordinates and ensure 
that the la]er are aware that the company’s acFvity must always be carried out in compliance with the 
principles of the Code of Ethics. 

Final provisions 

The policy of FIOR SPA with regard to the Responsible Jewellery Council (R.J.C) and all its decrees is 
reviewed by the company once a year. The related informaFon is inserted in this Code of Ethics. 
This Code of Ethics is approved by the Management of FIOR SPA; all amendments to and/or updates of the 
Code must be submi]ed to the approval of the aforemenFoned Board of Directors. 

Date 20.05.2022                    

               THE MANAGEMENT 
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